NEXT LASKIN ROAD TRAFFIC SHIFT IN EASTERN PROJECT LIMITS SCHEDULED FOR NEXT WEEK

VIRGINIA BEACH - As soon as Monday, January 27, travelers should expect a traffic shift and feeder lane closure on Laskin Road between Red Robin Road and Gay Drive, as work progresses on the Laskin Road Bridge Replacement & Widening Project. All work is weather permitting.

Traffic shift information:

Two-lane traffic on Laskin Road west, towards Hilltop, will be shifted slightly north between the Linkhorn Bay Condominium Complex and Gay Drive. The lanes will then continue through the current configuration between Gay Drive and Winwood Drive.

Two-lane traffic on Laskin Road east, towards the Oceanfront, will remain in the current configuration between Winwood Drive and Gay Drive and then will shift slightly north from the Linkhorn Bay Bridge to the eastern project limits at Red Robin Road.

Motorists wishing to head in the opposite direction on Laskin Road should anticipate making safe, legal U-turns onto Laskin Road west/east at one of the following locations:

- Winwood Drive
- Cardinal Road

Safe, legal U-turn access on Laskin Road will not be possible between Winwood Drive and Cardinal Road after the next traffic shift.

Feeder road closure:

The feeder road that is currently open to traffic between the Linkhorn Bay Bridge and Red Robin Road will be closed as part of the ongoing construction activities.

Travelers are advised to be cautious when navigating the work zone, follow posted signs, and observe the reduced speed limit of 35 mph.
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